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Lisa and Chris became friends when they were 
studying at McGill University in Montreal. She 
knew he was a great guy and always wanted to set 
him up with someone but could never figure out 
who…Until one day her friend suggested that  
person be her. Turns out Chris had always had a 
little crush on Lisa and she never knew.
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THE CEREMONY
With a love of nature and the outdoors, Lisa and Chris decided to host their rustic 
wedding outside. A close friend officiated, an uncle played the guitar and Lisa 
wore a veil that had been passed down to five different brides in Chris’ family. 
All the ladies in the bridal party wore beautiful baby’s breath flower crowns and, 
at the centre of it all, a gorgeous white floral arch enriched the boho theme.

The Bride Says…“Don’t be afraid to do things differently! Originally,  
everyone thought I was crazy for not having a wedding cake, allowing my bridal party  
to choose their own dresses and decide to hold our entire wedding outside! Some of  
our decisions were non-traditional but that’s just who we are! It all worked out perfectly 
and everyone had a great time so don’t be concerned with following the ‘classic’  
wedding route!”
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THE RECEPTION & DECOR

To honour the couple’s worldwide travels, all of the tables at the  
reception were named after one of their favourite places. Keeping the  
atmosphere natural and rustic were blush and white centrepieces mixed 
with greenery-filled table runners. Taper candles and vintage plates made 
the evening feel elegant yet boho, perfectly showcasing the couple’s love of  
nature. Luminous Weddings captured it all with ease.
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We started with a dream to tell your true story, in a 
refined and beautiful way. We want to help you create 
moments of energy and excitement on your wedding 
day.We will be there to give you advice all the way 
through the process. We’ll help you plan the parts of 
your wedding day that revolve around the photography.
www.LuminousWeddings.ca




